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Abstract. The present study reports the frequency-dependent electrical properties of sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) (SS)
at different temperatures to understand the contribution of grain and grain boundary polarization to its electrical
response at a lower frequency region. The low-frequency dielectric dispersion and non-Debye-type dielectric relaxation
are attributed to polaron hopping that controls the complex impedance of SS. A single semi-circular arc in Nyquist
plot indicates a dominance of grain boundary polarization in the relaxation mechanism. The analysis of frequencydependent ac conductivity in the studied temperature regime can be used to define the correlated barrier hopping
model.
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Introduction

The discovery of electroceramics opens the new window in
the field of research due to their unique physical and electrical properties. These unique properties help to develop
many key technologies for different industrial and research
applications. The non-linear properties of ceramics, as
reported by many researchers, are also very useful in
industrial and research applications [1–5]. Among all the
electroceramics, sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) (SS) is most
important because of its unusual physical and chemical
properties, such as high thermal stability, high mechanical
strength, microstructure, etc. Na2SiO3 is also known as
sodium meta-silicate or water glass. It is a colourless water
soluble powder and can be prepared using different available methodologies, such as high-temperature solid-state
reaction process, low-temperature sintering process, the
sol–gel method and much more. For the present study SS
has been prepared using the high-temperature sintering
process. Some ions generate in very high-temperature sintering process and may modify the conducting behaviour of
the host material [6]. According to the literature, the electrical conductivity in materials arises due to dielectric dispersion [7] and space charge polarization [8]. But it is
important to observe the behaviour of SS under the ac field
to understand the contribution of grain and grain boundary
polarization in its electrical conductivity. The study of
frequency-dependent electrical properties, such as complex
impedance and ac conductivity of SS, is the novelty of this
paper. The novelty of the present study includes the change
of complex impedance with frequency and temperature,
polarization effect in its electrical conductivity and

correlation of dielectric relaxation with complex impedance.
Complex impedance spectroscopy (CIS) has been initiated to
explain the contribution of grain and grain boundary polarization, the coupling of ions and space charge effect in its
electrical response.

2.

Experimental

The orthorhombic crystal structure of Na2SiO3 has been
prepared using the high-temperature sintering process. The
mixture of raw materials, Na2CO3 (sodium carbonate) and
SiO2 (silicon dioxide), was initially calcined up to 1200°C
for 8 h with intermediate grinding. A small amount of
polyvinyl alcohol, as a binder, was mixed with the calcined powder and compressed into pellets (radius r ¼
5  103 m and thickness t ¼ 103 m) under a pressure of
5 MPa. Subsequently, these pellets were sintered at
1100°C for 8 h. The ac conductivity and complex impedance of SS have been measured using a HIOKI 3532-50
Hi tester impedance analyzer (Japan). The measurements
have been carried out in the frequency range 100 kHz–
5 MHz under a controlled temperature that varied from 50
to 450°C. The complex impedance ðZ ðxÞÞ, capacitance
(Cp) of the sample and the loss tangent (tan dÞ have been
measured directly using a programmable automatic 353250 LCR meter. These parameters (Z ðxÞ; Cp ; tan dÞ have
been used to study frequency-dependent complex impedance and ac conductivity of the sample. Characterization
and required phase have been analysed by the X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and field emission-scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM) studies.
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Results and discussion

3.1

XRD and FE-SEM study

The XRD (CuKa line, wavelength = 1.5406 Å) pattern of
sintered SS has been shown in figure 1. The pattern of the
sample has been recorded using the Bruker D8 Focus X-ray
diffractometer. This meter works on the principle of Bragg–
Brentano geometry. A detailed assessment of the pattern
shows that the diffraction peaks are little sharper and
symmetric and the pattern is different from those of precursor materials. The primary observation indicates that SS
has an orthorhombic crystal structure with lattice constants
a = 10.46 Å, b = 6.03 Å and c = 4.71 Å and unit cell volume
297.25 Å3 (nearly). This is in good agreement with JCPDS
card number 72-0079. This shows the occurrence of complete sintering process [1–3].
Scherrer’s equation was used to give the primary information about the crystal size (D):
D¼

kk
D cos h

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

There is an important property of equation (1) which
shows the direct dependency on the diffraction angle h.
Thus, Scherrer’s equation, which follows a 1= cos h
dependency, is different from the W–H method (dependency of tan h). This is due to the reason that both

Figure 1.

XRD graph of SS.

kk
þ 4e tan h
D cos h
ð3Þ

or
B cos h ¼

kk
þ 4e sin h
D

Thus B cos h  4 sin h is a straight line plot (figure 2). The
position of h  0 will give the value of
kk
¼ 3:26  104
D
or
D¼

Here k ¼ 0:98, k and h are Scherrer’s constant, wavelength of X-ray and angle of diffraction, respectively. But
the Williamson and Hall (W–H) method has shown the
effect of crystal imperfections and distortion of strain-induced peak broadening on the angle of diffraction directly
as
Bw ’ 4e tan h:

B ¼ Bs þ Bw ¼

kk
0:98  1:5406  1010
¼
3:26  104
3:26  104
¼ 0:48  106 m ¼ 0:48 lm

kk
Bs cos h

or
Bs ¼

micro-structural causes (small crystallite size and microstrain) occur together from the reflection broadening. The
separation of size and strain broadening analysis has been
done using the W–H method for the different diffraction
angle (h). The final result is the addition of Scherrer’s
equation and Bw ’ 4e tan h i.e.,

The XRD pattern contains some extra noises. These are
due to the presence of Na2CO3 (sodium carbonate) and
SiO2 (silicon dioxide) in a very small amount. This may
mislead for the determination of topography and composition of SS. To avoid this discrepancy FE-SEM photograph has been taken on the fractured surface of SS
using FE-SEM Supra 55 (Carl Zeiss, Germany; resolution:
0.8 nm at 15 kV, 1.6 nm at 1 kV; magnification:
12–1,000,0009) at different magnifications. The FE-SEM
figure of sintered SS (figure 3) gives clear information
about the morphology of SS. The plate-like surface morphology has been detected in the FE-SEM figure. The
average crystallite size of SS, as calculated using standard
image-tool software, is 0.48 lm.

Figure 2. W–H plot.
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Figure 3.
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FE-SEM figure of sintered SS.

Frequency-dependent CIS

The frequency-dependent complex impedance ZðxÞ has
been calculated using the given relation as
ZðxÞ ¼ Z 0 þ iZ 00 ¼ Z cos / þ iZ sin /:

ð4Þ

Here / is the angle of phase. The complex data (figure 4)
for each temperature have been plotted by taking Z 0 along
X-axis and Z 00 along Y-axis. The points on the plot are the
experimental data indicating the measurement of Z 0 and Z 00
at any specific frequency. Moreover, figure 4 shows a
semicircular arc with a small depression in place of a
semicircle centred on the abscissa axis. This depression in
the plot indicates the distribution of relaxation times and
supports dielectric polarization [9,10]. Figure 4 is composed of prominently one semicircular arc for the electrical
response of SS indicating the bulk effect prominently to the
electrical response and in the relaxation mechanism. The

Figure 4.

Complex plot (Nyquist plot) of SS.
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effect of grain boundary polarization in its relaxation
mechanism has also been observed in the high-frequency
range. But the contribution of grain boundary polarization is
small in comparison to its bulk effect. As the temperature
increases, the intercept point on the real axis in the complex
data plot shifts towards the origin indicating the decrease in
the resistive property of the material. This indicates that SS
sample shows typically negative temperature coefficient of
resistance (NTCR) behaviour, a property of the semiconducting material. An intercept of the semicircle on the real
axis (z0 ) i.e., the diameter of the semicircular arc in figure 4
represents the bulk resistance of the sample. The bulk
resistance is the resistance which arises due to the contribution of grains only during crystallization. The grain
boundary effect on bulk resistance is negligibly small. It has
been observed that the numerical value of bulk resistance
decreases with increasing temperature [11].
Figure 5 represents the variation of frequency-dependent
complex impedance Z 00 ðxÞ with temperatures for SS. This
plot is also known as impedance loss spectrum. The variation of loss spectrum with frequency shows that the complex impedance Z 00 ðxÞ reaches its maximum value
(Z 00 ðxÞmax Þ for the frequency greater than 250 kHz and the
height of the peak slightly (Z 00 ðxÞ ¼ Z 00 ðxÞmax Þ decreases
with the increase of temperature. It is a direct evidence of
effect of temperature on the dielectric polarization.
The

shifting of peak position Z 00 ðxÞ ¼ Z 00 ðxÞmax to the higher
frequency side on increasing temperature supports the
existence of dispersion of Z 00 ðxÞ. In the high-frequency
region (above 1000 kHz) the change in the imaginary
impedance is negligibly small and is almost constant indicating the thermo-active dielectric relaxation as this relaxation strongly depends on temperature. But the
asymmetrical peak around the frequency for which
Z 00 ðxÞ ¼ Z 00 ðxÞmax indicates the occurrence of relaxation
over long-frequency range or broad distribution of

Figure 5.

Frequency-dependent complex impedance (Z 00 ðxÞÞ:
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relaxation time. However, the maximum peak position is
clearly observed and it strongly depends on temperature.
The region of the left of the peak in the loss spectrum
indicates long-range mobility of the charge carriers where
the region to the right of the peak indicates short-range
mobility [12,13]. The short-range mobility of the carriers
occurs due to potential wells in the path of the carriers. Thus
the loss spectrum peak indicates the shifting from shortrange to long-range mobility by changing the frequency of
peak position with temperature.
The relaxation time ðsÞ at peak position can be defined as
sxmax ¼ s2pfmax ¼ 1:

ð5Þ

Here fmax ¼ xmax =2p is the frequency at which Z 00 ðxÞ ¼
Z ðxÞmax and is the relaxation frequency and s is the
relaxation time. The semicircle in the Nyquist plot represents a single relaxation phenomenon involved in dielectric
polarization caused by grain only. The variation of logarithmic relaxation time as a function of reciprocal temperature 1=T is represented in figure 6. The relaxation time,
shown in figure 6, depends on temperature as given
below:
00

s ¼ s0 eEa =kT :

ð6Þ

Here Ea is the ac activation energy that results from the
relaxation of ions in the conduction mechanism and s0 is
the characteristic relaxation time constant. For SS the
calculated value of Ea equals to 0.41 eV. The calculation
of activation energy using equation (3) indicates the
involvement of the hopping-type conduction mechanism in
the electrical response [14,15]. The dielectric relaxation
can be correlated to the presence of space charge polarization and dipolar polarization caused by oxygen
vacancy.

Figure 6. Variation of relaxation time as a function of
temperature.

3.3

Correlation of dielectric polarization and conductivity

The total conductivity rt has been calculated using the
following equation:
rt ¼ t=AZ ðxÞ:

ð7Þ

Here t ð¼ 103 mÞ is the thickness of the sample and
A ð¼ pr 2 ; r ¼ 5  103 mÞ is the cross-sectional area. The
ac conductivity rac can be calculated using the following
relation:
rac ðxÞ ¼ rt  rdc ðTÞ
¼ xe0 e0 tan d ¼ Axn

ð8Þ

Here rdc is the dc conductivity, tan d is the dielectric
loss, x is the angular frequency, e0 ð¼ 8:8854
1014 F cm1 Þ is the absolute permittivity of free space
and the angle d ¼ 90  U, U is the phase angle which
has been measured directly from LCR meter. Equation (8) indicates the strong dependency of conductivity
on loss tangent (tan dÞ and dielectric permittivity (e0 ). The
mutual transformation of tan d and rac is possible and the
transformation can be used to explain the variation of rac
with frequency (x). The variation of conductivity that
strongly depends on dielectric loss arises mainly from the
bulk or grain polarization [16] and can be modified or
controlled by the applied ac field. For that reason, the
total conductivity rt is known as bulk conductivity. But
the complex impedance also depends on the polarization
caused by grain or grain boundary polarization, so the
total conductivity rt will also depend on frequencydependent complex impedance. Hence the frequencydependent total conductivity can be written as
follows:
rt ¼ rdc ðTÞ þ rac ðxÞ ¼ rdc ðTÞ þ Axn :

Figure 7.

ð9Þ

Variation of total conductivity with frequency.
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The dc conductivity term is given by
rdc ðTÞ ¼ r0 eðEa =kTÞ :

ð10Þ

The dc conductivity strongly depends on temperature.
Thus the measured total conductivity rt has the contribution
of both dc conductivity rdc ðTÞ and ac conductivity rac ðxÞ.
Figure 7 shows the variation of total conductivity of SS
with frequency. This variation highlights the contribution of
ionic conduction in the high-temperature range because
silicate vacancies are observed and this increases rapidly
with temperature for all frequencies. The ac conductivity
caused by dielectric dispersion in the high-frequency range
is observed. The conductivity increases with the rise in
frequency which is a characteristic of xn (where n is constant) as it is a dielectric material. This indicates that the ac
conductivity follows the power law i.e., rac ðxÞ ¼ Axn . The
parameters A and n are critical exponents and they explain
that the conductivity mechanism of SS in the studied temperature regime can be defined by the correlated barrier
hopping model. The value n ¼ 0:78 was measured from
ln rt vs: ln x curve by the fitting method. In the high-frequency region the high value of conductivity indicates that
the hopping frequency will no longer follow the external
applied electric field [14]. However, the increase in the
value of conductivity at the very high-frequency region
(3–5 MHz) is marginal [14–16]. The value of the total
conductivity in the low-frequency region (10–90 kHz) is
almost linear or independent of frequency change (figure 7).
This result indicates the contribution of dc conductivity in
the conduction process. But the dc contribution is negligibly
small in total conductivity.
The variation of dc conductivity follows Arrhenius
relation:
rdc ðTÞ ¼ r0 eðEa =kTÞ ;
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where r0 is the pre-exponential function, Ea is the dc
activation energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the
temperature in Kelvin scale. Figure 8 shows the thermoactivation nature of SS or the graphical representation of
equation (10), indicating the increase of dc conductivity
with the increase in temperature [14]. The enhancement of
ac conductivity with temperature suggests that the conduction mechanism supports the hopping mechanism and
slightly high value of conductivity in the high-temperature
region is due to the migration of Naþ from SS sample. This
result corroborates the grain boundary conduction and the
activation of ionic charge centres at the higher temperature
[14–16]. It is seen that the nature of variation of conductivity over a wide temperature range supports the thermally
activated transport properties of SS. The dc activation
energy (0.41 eV) was calculated from the slope of
ln rdc  1=T curve (figure 8).
So from the conductivity analysis, it is clear that the
frequency-independent plateau region corresponds to the dc
conductivity of SS, whereas the high-frequency plateau
region is attributed to the ac conductivity [14]. The
increasing behaviour of total conductivity in the low-frequency region signifies the effect of space charge in the
conduction mechanism. The value of conductivity in the
low-frequency region is almost constant, corresponding to
dc conductivity.

4.

Conclusions

SS exhibits slightly semiconducting nature in its electrical
response because of having NTCR. The involvement of
grain and grain boundary polarization can modify the
complex impedance and conductivity. The mutual dependence of loss tangent and conductivity helps to interpret the
effect of dielectric polarization on the impedance property
of SS.
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